IIF: ACADEMIC RESOURCES

LIBRARY
IIF has well equipped library with over 35000 thoughtfully selected books on finance, accounting, management, economics, taxation etc. The library has over 97 doctoral dissertations, subscribing over 400 Academic Professional journals & magazines, has over 2500 latest financial statements of more than 500 private & public sector enterprises and financial institutions. Besides, the library has government reports, reports of international agencies such as World Bank, IMF, Asian Development Bank, Stock Exchange Directory, Statistical Abstracts of different States, Newsletters and large number of other publications. IIF library also maintains a good record of finance related articles published in various national & international newspapers and journals.

It is the Mind that makes the Body Rich
Shakespeare

COMPUTER CENTRE
The computer centre provides a centralized computing facility to complement the teaching and research function of the Institute. Various software packages and graphic tools are maintained to facilitate the general computing requirements. IIF has developed a well equipped computer center(60 Computers) supported by Pentium II 300 Mhz based server with multiple Pentium 233 Mhz nodes & stand alone PCs with Multi Media Facilities. Various software packages, financial packages & graphical tools are maintained to facilitate the general computing requirement.

Peripherals used at present are HP Laser Printers, HP 3p Scanjet, HP Deskjet Printers, Dot - Matrix Printers, mouse & high speed fax Modems.
IIF Computer centre also offers E-Mail and Internet facilities to have an easy global access.